Cycloid gear is one of RV Reducer core components used in Robot. Its accuracy of the tooth profile curve plays an important role in meshing transmission of RV Reducer. First of all, the mathematical model of cycloid curve and mathematical model of cycloid gear profile are established in paper. Then, according to the forming principle of cycloid curve, flow chart for parametric design of cycloid curve is done. On this basis, the design platform is developed by GUI program of MATLAB software, in which dynamic forming process of three kinds of cycloid curve can be respectively realized, including the wheel rolling along a straight line, along outside the circumference of a circle and along inside the circumference of a circle. Finally, parametric visual design of the cycloid tooth profile curve could be realized by the software in paper, including epicycloid and hypocycloid. And at the same time, the standard and after modification cycloid gear tooth profile with different parameters could be designed by the software GUI. These works will lay the foundation for the cycloid gear's designing and profile modification and NC machining, and so on.
Introduction
The promulgation of Industry 4.0 and the "Made in China (2025)" greatly promoted the development of industrial robot industry. However, as the core component of industrial robot, RV reducer has been one of the key technologies of restricting the development of robot industry in China. At the same time, cycloid gear is one of the most important parts in RV reducer. The cycloid tooth profile curve of designing, modification, processing and so on would directly affect the all performance of RV reducer. Therefore, many domestic and foreign scholars have made a lot of further research about the cycloid equation and its properties [1] [2] [3] [4] . Unlike them, from dynamic simulation perspective, the visual parametric design platform of cycloid profile using Matlab software will be developed in paper, in order to further study the dynamic performance of the RV reducer.
Geometric design

Mathematical model of cycloid curve
Based on the cycloid formation principle, the cycloid curve is a point moving trajectory generated by a point on the circumference of a circle that rolls along a curve (which is called baseline). The baseline can be both straight line and curve. When the baseline is a straight line, the trajectory is a flat cycloid or an amplitude cycloid. When the baseline is a circle, the trajectory is an epicycloid or a variable amplitude epicycloid or a hypocycloid or a variable amplitude hypocycloid. Figure 1 is schematic diagram of the epicycloid. 
Where r is a moving circle radius; R is a base circle radius; θ is the corresponding central angle of a base circle.
Mathematical model of cycloid gear profile
According to the engage relation of cycloidal gear with the pin wheel in RV transmission, the reasonable coordinates should be established before building the mathematical model of cycloid gear profile. The equation for the cycloidal gear can be determined by coordinate transformation, which can be rewritten as follows [5] : 
（3）
The equation for the cycloidal gear including modification parameters is: 3 Software development of cycloid curve /cycloidal gear profile
Design idea of the software of cycloid gear profile
The program algorithm is presented from the mathematical model of cycloid curve and cycloidal gear profile. To realize dynamic visual design of different parameters cycloid curve and cycloidal gear profile, the following flow diagram is customized, as shown in figure 4 . This provides an approach for parametric design of cycloid curve and cycloidal gear profile.
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Realization and function of the software
The purpose of studying the cycloid curve is to obtain more accurate cycloid gear profile. Therefore, on basis of the aforesaid discussion and related literatures [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , the software for different parametric visual design of cycloid curve/gear profile is developed in paper. The interface of the software is designed by the graphical user interface（GUI）background program of Matlab software, as shown in fig. 5 . Some functions could be realized in the software, such as designing of different types of cycloid curve. We can plot the standard cycloid gear profile with different parameters by the software. We can also draw the cycloid gear profile with different parameters after modification. The software will provide convenience for geometric modeling of the cycloid gear profile. Some interfaces of dynamic visual design for the different parameters cycloidal type curve are designed. For example, the flat cycloid curve can be generated in figure 6 . Dynamic visual design for the different parameters hypocycloid and epicycloid curve could be designed in figure 7-8. Some different parameters cycloid gear could be designed by the software, as shown in fig. 9 . Taking cycloid wheel of the RV-20E as an example, cycloidal pin gear pair has been designed by the software, as shown in fig. 10 . 
Conclusion
Based on the analysis of the mathematical models of cycloid curve and cycloid gear profile, the flow chart of cycloid curve dynamic parametric visual design is presented. Then, the software interface is designed by GUI program of MATLAB software. Three kinds of dynamic forming process of cycloid are respectively realized by means of the special software, including the wheel rolling along a straight line, along outside the circumference of a circle and along inside the circumference of a circle. Next, some functions could be realized in the software, such as designing of different types of cycloid curve. The standard cycloid gear profile and after modification with different parameters could be plot by the software. These works would provide the effective analysis and basis for studying on the meshing theory and tooth profile modification of the cycloidal gear used in RV reducer.
